A mathematical consideration for the optimal shell change of hermit crab.
Shell of the adult hermit crab has some important roles for its fitness. In the same time, the shell size often limits the body growth of its owner. To grow the body size larger, the individual must change the shell to another larger shell. If the individual cannot get another larger one, the individual has to suppress the body size growth as the occupied shell size allows. Growth suppression would result in the lower fitness. With a simple mathematical model, we consider the criterion about whether the individual should try to change the shell or not in order to get the higher fitness. We show that the optimality of a shell change behavior has a relation with the body size and the season length for the shell change. They also affect the optimal timing for the shell change. It is implied that the probability of the success in a shell change and the cost for the shell change behavior do not affect the optimal timing for the shell change at all but significantly do the optimality of the behavioral choice.